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About the Cover Pictures:                                                             

 
Just some of the clubs and organisations to have benefited from project donated clothing and kit in 
2022.  
 
   
 

 

 
 

    Winter Collections 
 

 
 
In mid-October we had an eleventh-hour kit 
collection courtesy of Mark and the gang at 
Southwick CC. This was especially welcome as 
the majority of it was junior equipment of which 
little had been donated this year. Thanks to Sue 
and Jan for getting the kit from Sussex to 
Berkshire and to Des for coordinating the pick-
up. The kit will be stored for the winter before 
being part of our spring travels as we prepare for 
distribution in and around the continent. And 
that, or so we thought, was an end to the kit 
donations for the year. How wrong were we!  
Following quickly on from the Sussex romp was 
an enquiry and the offer of further clothing from 
Peter Mason via the Balderton CC near Newark. 
The plan is to get a car to collect in mid-January.  
Nor was that the end of it as we were offered 
further kit from Graham Woodman and the 
Golcar CC near Brighouse and Phil Ient at the 
Outwood CC just off the M23. So, a somewhat 
unexpected start to the New Year with another 
batch of donated clothing and kit. I can also 
reveal that the Lancashire Cricket Foundation 
and Northumberland Cricket Board have already 
set in place schemes for various kit donations 
with collections scheduled for late summer.      

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

    Beneficiaries 
 

 
 
After the flurry of late season activity detailed in out Autumn Newsletter, it was a case of seeing out 
the winter for the majority of our beneficiary clubs. Those with indoor facilities were able to continue 
with net sessions honing their skill sets along the way. For many, however, it was a case of planning 
for the 2023 season. Not that all was frost and furrowed brows.   
 

Cricket UK 
 
Refugee Council  
 

One of the first jobs after completing our 
October Sort & Pack exercise was to contact 
officials at a cricket project in South London. Run 
by the Refugee Council and Change Foundation, 
the project supports a group of around fifty 
young Afghan cricketers. Project Front Foot has 
assisted both project and players with donations 
of clothing and kit over the past three years. In 
early November, PFF volunteers took a swag of 
shirts, flannels, and sweaters to a Croydon 
cricket school for one of the project’s indoor 
training sessions. Once again, Project Front Foot 
reaching those cricketers and communities that 
others cannot.   

 
 

Cricket Germany 

 
VfB Oldenburg CC 
 

 
In early April we donated several bags of kit to 
the VfB Oldenburg team. This, as you see from 
the picture opposite, was kit well allocated. A 
progressive club led by the enterprising and 
hardworking, Radhe Mandal, Oldenburg players 
were keen to start their close season on the 
front foot by organising a cricket workshop for 
women and youths run by the German national 
team coach, Michael Thewlis. This is a club very 
much on the move and keen to place the appeal 
of club cricket before as wide a cross-section of 
the local population as possible.  

 



 

     
 
Baden-Württemberg  
 
On the Sunday before Christmas festive preparations were temporarily put to one side in Heidelberg 
as the Baden-Württemberg Youth WinterLiga came to an exciting conclusion. After 21 highly 
competitive matches, Swiss Rockets were crowned champions with Swiss Thunder creditable runners 
up. Thanks to Sachin and the BWCV Facebook page for pictures and text. 
 

     
 
Landes Sportbund Berlin 
 

In late November I had a meeting with Bianca 
from the Landes Sportbund (LSB) in Berlin. Part 
of the LSB Mission Statement reads: In a 
network with other social groups, the LSB 
makes its contribution to social equilibrium in 
Berlin and has an integrative effect by 
supporting measures to integrate socially 
disadvantaged, people of non-German origin 
and the elderly into the social fabric of the city 
through club sports. In the coming months, 
with an eye to supporting recently arrived 
refugees, we hope to add cricket to the long 
list of pursuits supported by the LSB and its 
constituent parts.  

 
 
 

 

 



Cricket France 

 
Aunis CC 
 
There was seasonal change afoot in western France too where the young cricketers of Aunis CC 
swapped the wide-open spaces of La Rochelle for their indoor winter home.  
 

     
 
Brive CC 
 
Further south, meanwhile, the PFF supported cricketers of Brive were hard at work establishing a 
winter regime of net practice and skill sets in their indoor facility.  
 

     
 

Cricket Lebanon 

 
Alsama & Bekaa Cricket Hubs 
 

As you might expect from some of the hardest 
working youngsters on the planet, the game 
among the Alsama and Bekaa cricket hubs 
continues to flourish. And will do so with added 
vigour with figurehead, Richard Verity, now full-
time on the project. For the latest from Beirut, 
Alsama, and the Shatila refugee camp please 
click on the following Guardian link … Howzat?! 
Why cricket means freedom for exiled young 
Syrians – in pictures | Global development | The 
Guardian    

 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/gallery/2022/dec/29/why-cricket-means-freedom-for-exiled-young-syrians-in-pictures
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/gallery/2022/dec/29/why-cricket-means-freedom-for-exiled-young-syrians-in-pictures
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/gallery/2022/dec/29/why-cricket-means-freedom-for-exiled-young-syrians-in-pictures
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/gallery/2022/dec/29/why-cricket-means-freedom-for-exiled-young-syrians-in-pictures


                  

 
 

    Front Foot Forum 
 

 
For all the latest Project Front Foot news and information please click on our Facebook page at 
www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/. 
 

Project Finances 

  
The sea change from India to the UK & Europe, combined with the rising cost of van hire, fuel and 
insurances, has made life increasingly difficult for the project on the financial front. The cost of 
distributing our kit in April 2022 was £1250 with the breakdown including £500 for van hire, £250 for 
ferry crossing, £300 for fuel, and another £200 for insurances and damage waivers. The recent kit 
collections last September cost a further £750. These same costs replicated in 2023 will deplete our 
funding reserves to such an extent as to see PFF functioning little beyond the summer of 2024. If you 
would like to contribute to the project’s running costs, and in so doing extend our working life, please 
contact Vic at projectfrontfoot@gmail.com We look forward to hearing from you.   
 

Project Planning 

 
From January onwards the project focus is on the distribution of clothing and kit collected in the 
autumn. We have already had requests for kit from clubs in France, Germany, and Lebanon. The 
planning process includes securing quotes for van hire, insurances, and ferry crossings, along with 
agreeing convenient meet points once our van and volunteers are across The Channel. There is much 
to be done then in the coming weeks as the project year starts in earnest.  
 

Project Rewind 
 
On 24 October we wished our friends in Mumbai and around Maharashtra a very Happy Diwali. In so 
doing, we revisited project Diwali celebrations in November 2015. Adhering strictly to the festival 
fundamentals of food and new clothes, we presented every player at the cricket academy net sessions 
that day with a new T-shirt (courtesy of Steve Archer and the Yorkshire Cricket Board) along with life-
affirming samosas at the close of play. Happy Days and Happy Diwali.  
 

     
 

http://www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/
mailto:projectfrontfoot@gmail.com


Project in Print 

 
Those keen to know a little more about the origins of Project Foot Foot 
should acquire a copy of the book Of Battenberg, Bombay and Blag: Tales 
of a Club Cricketer Gone Rogue by PFF founder, Vic Mills. The final two 
chapters of the book deal exclusively with the project’s decade of work 
with the young cricketers of Mumbai’s, Dharavi slum, before the 2019 sea 
change in support of refugees in the UK and Europe. The following review 
of the book by Martin Chandler was published on CricketWeb.net late last 
year.  

 
I learnt soon after opening this one that author Vic Mills and I have two things in common. The first, a 
love of cricket is, I suppose, a given. The second is that more than forty years ago we both spent three 
years studying law and emerged with a degree. 
But there the similarities stop. First of all whilst never being a First Class cricketer Mills was clearly a 
much better player than ever I was. As far as the law is concerned I allowed expectation to drive me 
into the legal profession where, for better or worse, I have managed to stay ever since. Mills had the 
same pressures to contend with, but he resisted, and then when they became too pressing he buggered 
off to Australia to have a look at what World Series Cricket meant for the game and, to use a well worn 
cliche, he never looked back. This is in some ways a shame as a man who has the brass neck to use a 
Builder’s Federation Union card to gain entry to press boxes around the Australian Test grounds would 
certainly have made a decent litigator. 
Undoubtedly however a legal career would have cost Mills a great deal of stress and have proved 
infinitely more tedious than what he chose to do instead. Deserting the law forever he took to travelling 
around the world, primarily India and Australia. In time he became a more legitimate if not entirely 
bona fide journalist courtesy of a letter of introduction from the Times of India and he contributed to 
that and a number of other newspapers and periodicals before changing tack at the end of the 
noughties and becoming an integral part of Project Front Foot, a charity dedicated to providing cricket 
equipment, facilities and coaching for those the game would not otherwise see. Mills began that one 
in Mumbai and is currently in Germany, helping to fashion young Afghan refugees into top class 
cricketers. 
The book itself is in large part an autobiography, but also a showcase for some of Mills’ previously 
published work. It is an entertaining and eclectic oeuvre as well. I particularly enjoyed a Rakheem 
Cornwall inspired piece on the demise in the professional game of the cricketer built for comfort rather 
than speed and, another one with a Caribbean flavour, an analysis of the merits of West Indian quick 
bowlers based on a look at their christian names. 
And then there is, as well as an incidental account of his life, much on Mills own playing career, one 
conducted in many places, but in the main at a decent club level in Australia and England. There have 
been so many such books over the years, all with merit, that I wonder sometimes whether there is 
actually any limit on the number of comical situations that can crop up in club cricket. But Mills’ tales 
are not all humorous, and there is some sharp observation. As a man good enough to play at a level 
which off duty county pros were happy to step in to I enjoyed reading about the story of his bowling 
being carted around by Nottinghamshire’s Paul Todd in a club match one year, only for him to spread-
eagle the burly opener’s stumps the following year before he could get off the mark. 
Naturally there are also a few reflections on the not inconsiderable amount of Test cricket that Mills 
has seen, but that is not a major part of the book. Mills’ work with Project Front Foot is however, and 
is doubtless his favourite part of the story, and one which will attract further support for the excellent 
work that the charity does.  
Of Battenberg, Bombay and Blag is an entertaining read and is a credit to its author and also to Pitch 
without whom, like so many more of their fine catalogue, it is difficult to imagine how it would have 
found its way into print, and that would have been a great pity.  



Project Birthdays 

 

 

December 7th marked the birthday 
of PFF stalwart, Tim Gill. Tim has 
been with Project Front Foot from 
our first summer in 2009. When we 
became a registered UK charity in 
autumn 2011, he was a natural for 
trustee. In the last thirteen years he 
has driven thousands of miles 
either collecting or ferrying kit. His 
double garage is our ‘Southern 
Storage Facility’ in the process 
denying family use until our kit 
departs. Sheffield born and bred, 
he brings much needed Yorkshire 
qualities of reason, good sense, and 
balance to my flights of fancy. The 
go-to all-rounder, Tim  continues to      

navigate PFF through uncertain post-Brexit waters. Against his better judgement, he was persuaded 
(above right) to model some of the project’s protective equipment. In the interests of balance, the 
demon left-armer is pictured in his prime as part of the Lindum’s victorious 1976 Pattinson Cup 
winning XI.   
 
A week later was the the birthday of Project Front Foot’s fixer and main man in Mumbai, Mr Vijay 
Ramachandran. Ramu lives in an apartment block at the back of our former temple base camp. Perfect 
placement for me to drop in for coffee, breakfast, lunch, gossip, televised cricket, and project planning. 
Over our decade on the ground in Mumbai, Ramu surpassed himself by finding me a dentist, a GP, and 
when I was struggling with eye trouble taking me to a nearby clinic. In between time he booked my 
room at the temple, liaised with Lions Club members for our school visits, and oversaw all country 
visits with his Galaxy colleagues. A man with the right priorities, too, in that his first task before any 
journey, whether city or country, was to order and collect breakfast! It’s fitting then that in the picture 
below Ramu is caught with bat raised. For no one deserves the applause more than he. Always the 
first name on the project team sheet: Happy Birthday Mr Ramu Sir.  
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At the end of a relatively calm quarter by Project Front Foot standards, it is time to thank those who 
gave freely of their time and energy. As ever, my thanks go to project trustee Tim for organising the 
Croydon kit handover and to Ron for riding shotgun. Project thanks go to Des, Mark and the gang at 
Southwick CC for a late donation of kit. The various bags arriving at our Berkshire base camp courtesy 
of Sue and Janet. My thanks too to Peter Mason and the Balderton CC for another hefty donation of 
shirts, flannels and sweaters already earmarked for refugee cricketers in France. Last, and by no means 
least, sincere thanks to Martin, Tony, Jane, and Rob for their recent donations to project funds.     
 

And finally … 
 
with things to come much to the fore right now, we offer a sneak preview of our springtime with a 
selection of … road signs! Project Front Foot, many things, but never dull! Let the fun begin.  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

A Happy New Year from all at  
 

 

 
Vic Mills. Berlin. January 2023. 


